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The Colorplus® Textured range has a sophisticated textured finish favoured 
by architects and designers. The slightly granular appearance is substantially 
different from a conventional flat finish, making it particularly attractive on roof 
sheeting. Alternative applications include interior cladding.

The textured paint finish is applied onto a Zincal® substrate for optimal durability. In addition to its aesthetic appeal, 
Colorplus® Textured offers a number of benefits:

• The enhanced paint formulation retains colour integrity and reduces dust retention
• The inherent strength of the steel also reduces the impact of hail and high winds, further reducing maintenance costs 

over the service life of the roof

Colorplus® Textured is suitable for all roofing profiles – concealed fix, tile-profiled sheeting and corrugated. It is recommended 
for roofing pitches greater than 10 degrees and should be used at distances greater than 3km from the sea.

Under the skin, this product retains the tried and tested 55% Aluminium-Zinc coating technology made locally under 
international licence. Colorplus® Textured is 100% proudly South African, made at Safal Steel’s plant in KwaZulu-Natal.

A highly valued property of steel as a building material is that it may be recycled many times without losing its inherent 
properties. Generically, the steel recycling journey takes it from washing machines to cars, oil cans to ships, railway tracks 
or screw fixtures. This process saves precious raw materials and reduces energy consumption. Global recovery rates of 
pre-consumer and post-consumer steel average more than 83%, making it one of the most eco-friendly and sustainable 
materials in the building environment. Significantly, recycled steel from building sites is seldom downcycled as it almost 
always re-emerges as a comparable construction material.

Why steel and what makes it sustainable?
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Colorplus® Textured is available in three 
different colours:
Adding colour not only ramps up aesthetic appeal, but also increases solar 
reflection. Tests have proven that based on the colour spectrum, light 
colours offer a higher reflectance than dark colours.

*Colours reproduced here may not be completely accurate.

Colorplus® Textured contains a revolutionary new paint system designed and supplied by the Beckers Group. According 
to information available from Beckers, its systems are designed to withstand the toughest indoor and outdoor conditions 
and possess many qualities required for high-end products. In addition, the upper surface of the product is textured and 
pleasing to the eye. It lends itself ideally to a variety of roof sheeting applications.

Unique Paint System

Somerset West Development
Colorplus® Textured was recently used in a new exclusive housing estate in Somerset West, Cape Town and has 
proven to be the perfect fit.

Great emphasis had been placed on the environmental character of this development which also offers renewable 
energy options. Our Colorplus® Textured pre-painted steel roofing material made its debut here, expertly fashioned 
into the popular Saflok 700 and corrugated profiles.

Colorplus® Textured was used for all the units and functional buildings at the development in specified colour 
Thunderstorm. The material used was 0.47mm AZ 150.
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Typical Reflective Index
Colour
Range

Total
Solar
Reflectance

Thermal
Emittance

Solar
Reflectance
Index

Rain Cloud Textured 32% 0.87 34

Rustic Bark Textured 26% 0.83 24

Thunderstorm Textured 22% 0.87 20
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Technical Specifications 

Mechanical Properties
G550 G275

Yield strength, MPa 550 275

Tensile strength, MPa 570 380

Elongation on 50mm GL% NA 16

Guaranteed minimum at ambient temperature

Safal Steel Colorplus® Textured AZ 100/AZ 150/AZ 200 (refer to product selection guide) Grade G550 or G275

Base Metal Thickness (mm)
Range Tolerances 

Width ≤ 1200 Width >1200

0.40 - 0.5 ± 0.03 ± 0.04

>0.5 - 0.6 ± 0.04 ± 0.05

Specific requirements possible on agreement. Base metal thickness is Zincal® coated 
thickness

Profile Type and Slope
Roof covering Minimum Angle of Slope 

(degree)

Corrugated 10

Box Rib 7.5

Specialised Long Span Sheet 5

Concealed Fix 5

Coating Adhesion - 180° Bend Test
Coating Class Guaranteed Minimum

G550 G275

AZ 100/AZ 150/AZ 200 3t 2t

Supply Conditions
AZ 100/AZ 150/AZ 200 16-18µm top coat

5µm corrosion inhibitive primer

7µm backing coat – cool grey

Flatness ASTM 924M and ISO 16163

Coil Mass Range 2.2 - 2.6 tons

Fire Rating*

Property Grading Standard

Combustibility Non-Combustible SANS 10177-5

Flame Spread (FS) No Flame Spread SANS 10177-9

Fire Resistance Rating (FRR) >30 minutes* SANS 10177-2

* Based on 0.55mm thickness

Coating Weight*

Coating Class Minimum  
(g/m²)

AZ Coating
Thickness/microns

AZ 100 100 27

AZ 150 150 40.5

AZ 200 200 54

* Triple spot testing

Standards Mechanical 
Grades

Colour
Specifications

ASTM 792/M G550 + G275 NA

SANS 9364 G550 NA

SANS 1845 NA Paint Characteristics

Coil Width
Range Tolerance

925mm - 1220mm +5 / -0

Guideline for Product Selection 

Zone C1-C2 Zone C3 Zone C4 Zone C5 

Urban, rural, low levels of 
airborne pollution

Light industrial, average marine 
corrosion

Large commercial, medium 
industrial or high marine 
corrosion

Heavy industrial or severe 
marine zones

40km or more from the splash 
zone

1 - 40km from the splash zone 400m to 1km from the splash 
zone

100m to 400m from the splash 
zone

AZ 100

AZ 150 No exposed bottom surface

AZ 200 Cut edges to be sealed

*Zone classification C1-C5 as per SANS 9223 and SANS 10400L
•  Colorplus® Textured is recommended to be used more than 3 km from the ocean
• Colorplus® Textured on AZ 100 is only recommended for more than 5 km from the ocean
• All Safal Steel Prime material is branded on the backing coat - insist on Safal Steel material
• For any technical queries please contact Safal Steel and ask for the representative in your area

Branding

SAFAL STEEL COLORPLUS TEXTURED 0.5 x 925mm AZ 150 coating TCT (0.46 BMT) 45107-1-1

Colorplus® Colour Fading
Colour Maximum Fading ∆E CIELab 

(Cleaned) ASTM 2244
Maximum Chalking (Tape-
off Test) ASTM 0-4214-07

Physical
Parameters (within 10 years)

Light colours L ≥ 60 6 6 (10 years) Peel, crack, check, chip

Dark colours L <60 15 6 (10 years) Peel, crack, check, chip

*Residential and Light Industrial >3 km from ocean.  *In high dust or construction areas a 6 monthly wash down is recommended.


